PART ONE

1944-1953
_ TRANSITION TO THE POST-WAR PERIOD

Following the liberation of Eastem Europe and the Balkan countries from the yoke
of Nazi rule, which had taken the form of German occupation or puppet-Govemments, the surviving Jews began their joumey back to their home districts. The
People's Democracies in Eastem Europe meant communi.st rule: Bulgaria from
1946, Rumania from 1947, Cz,echoslovakia from 1948 and Hungary from 1949
were patt and parcel of the so-called Soviet satellite system, which dictated policy to
these countries for years to come. The People's Republic

of Yugoslavia from

1945

onwards pursued a more independent policy as it remained free of the presence of
the Red Army, although it was under Soviet influence until the break in relations in
1948. Owing to its independent policy, Yugoslavia was compelled to seek economic assistance from the West, and thus in spite of totalitarian communist rule,

geopolitically Yugoslavia did not belong to the Iron Curtain countries.
In Eastem Europe, as well as in the whole of continental Europe, the Jewish
communities underwent periods of reconstruction in response to the Holocaust
losses, changes in the formal status of religious communities in their host countries,
emigration to Israel and the introduction of new regimes. Jewish communities disappeared as organised communities in the USSR, whereas a limited reconstitution

took place in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania and Yugoslavia.l
Post-war Jewish communities have been divided by Daniel Elazar into seven
categories based on their structu¡al and cultural differences. Communities in Yugoslavia were classified together with those in Scandinavian countries under Stat¿
Elazar, Daniel J,: "The reconstitution of Jewish communities in the post-war period". låe
Jewishlournal ofSociology, Vol. Xl, No.2, December 1969, 192-193.
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Recognized communal structures, whereas communities in yugoslavia's neighbou¡s behind the Iron curtain, Bulgaria, czechoslovakia, Hungary and Rumania,
belonged to the caûegory of Subjugatedcommunities, which in tum was subdivided

into two subcategories: Traditional Subjugated (mainly Arab and Muslim countries) and Modern Subjugated (Eastem European counties). Daniel Elaza¡ admits in
his article that the degree of restriction varied from time to time in Eastem Europe,
but a total dependence on the decision of tl¡e Communist leadership placed comin counties like Bulgaria, Rumania and Hungary in the cæegory of
modem subjugated communities. He notes with regard to yugoslavia, however,
that in spite of the communities' belonging to the caægory of state recognized communal structures, they were partly subject to tlrc conditions of the modem subjugated category.2

munities
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Eluto 1969,lgs-tgZ.
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The Holocaust survivors of the Yugoslav Jews were scattered in different places:
some of them.survived in the Italian occupation zone on the Adriatic Coast and in
prisoner-of-war camps in Albania and ltaly, some of them had joined the Pa¡tisan
ranks and fought against the Nazis, while some of them were prisoners of war in
Germany, and finally, a few survived the concentration c¿rmps in Poland, Austria
and Hungary.3 A total of about 1,200 Jews converted to Catholicism after the fall of
Yugoslavia,a and about 1,000 succeeded in hiding in Belgrade or in the Yugoslav
countryside.5
The destiny

of Yugoslav Jews was catastrophic both in terms of human

and

material losses. Entire families were arurihilated, many individuals lost all their relatives and ttre situation of many surviving orphaned children was especially miserable. Jews were deprived of all property: houses, enterprises, funds, shops, bank
deposits, insurances, fumiture, clothing and all other personal belongings.ó All in
all, the dispersed Yugoslav Jewry was in a state of total disorder and destruction æ
the time of Belgrade's liberation in October 1944. Of all the Yugoslav Jewish communities only the Zagreb Jewish community had been allowed to function to a certain extent during the wa¡ years. The first task of survivors was to retum home, or
perhaps more correctly, to former home districts. Jews, in the same way as other
YugoslavsT, were facing the beginning of a new period of transition of their own
amid the transition and new order of the surrounding society.

About a year before the liberation of Belgrade a group of Jewish communists
had already made an attempt to influence post-war Jewish affairs in Yugoslavia.
A group of 150 Jewish communists among Jewish intemees on rhe island of Rab

r
a
5
6
7

- Istanbul Box 3-4: Yugoslavia 1945, report on the position of Yugoslav Jews by
D. Alkalay and F. Pops.

.A'JJDCA

CZA/SO!¿655: Review on the Jews in the areas controlled by rhe Yugoslav Pa¡tisans as rold
by Leopold Hirt. a Jew and an economic reprcsentative of the general staff of Tito in Otolaé,
January ?3.1944.

S. Goldstein 1989, I12.

CZI/SZS/5280: Report of the Federation of Jewish Religious Communities conceming the
problems of the Yugoslav Jews community. The Federation of Jewish Communities in
Yugoslavia to Mr. Lourie and Mr. Marron, February I, 194ó.

Th" total casualties in Yugoslavia during l94l-45 werc according to rel:able scholarship
some 1,027,000 war casualties, in contrast to the official claim of 1,7 milhon dead (Ramet
1998b, 16l).
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(A¡be) decided to build up momentum, and on the day of liberation from ltalian
control (Italy capitulated on September 9, 1943) they went to meet represenrarives
of Tito's Govemment with a request for authority over other Jews. It was grantecl
provisionally, and it was announced that every Jew had to retum to the interior t¡f
the country. However, this overzealous approach was rejected by one convertect
Jew, who was elected as an official representative of the Govemment in Jewish
affairs.s After the liberation of the Italian concentration camps. many Jews, with the
largest group coming from the island of Rab, joined the Croatian Partisans.e
Soon after the liberation of Belgrade all the c. 3,000 Jewish intemeesl0 in ltaly

received a retum order on December 3, 1944. The order was reinforced with the
proviso that refusal meant losing citizenship. Winter conditions did not encourage
the retum, and in fact many Jews only wanted to retum in order to finish up their
business and save their property (which in many cases did not exist any more). On
the other hand, they were also afraid of losing their citizenship at the same time.l I

Finally most of the surviving Jews decided to return, and when repatriation as a
whole was calculated to have ended at the beginning of 1946, altogether about
11,000 Jews were in Yugoslavia while about 1,500 were living abroad in the USA,
Italy and Palestine.l2 The economic situation of the Jews was still a difficult one in
1946. Many repatriated Jews could not recover their former apartments, bank assets

confiscated by the Germans had still not been retumed, salaries were

low and

the

number of unemployed was still significantly high among those who before the war
had occupied non-productive positions. | 3

Dr. Fridrih Pops, the President of the Federation of Jewish Religious Communities since 1933, had spent the war years hidingla in Belgrade. Two days after

I

9

l0
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CZNS6|4655: Review of the Jews in the areas controlled by the Yugoslav Partisans as told
by Læopold Hirt, a Jew and an e¡onomic representative of the general staff of Tito in Otoõaó,
January 23, 1944. According to this document Jewish communists even informed the
authorities that the Jews had hidden a lot of property which must be taken from them, even
using terror.
Goldstein, Slavko: "Fighting the evil. 'lhe Jews of Croatia in the anti-Fascist resistance".
Voice, Spring 1996,39.

Levinger 1987,225.
CZAlS6l4569: The situation of the Jews in Yugoslavia, among the Yugoslav Jews. A repon
by Zwi Leiman, December 20, 1944.
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CZNS25|5280: Report of the Federation of Jewish Religious Communities conceming the
problems of the Yugoslav Jewish community. The Federation of Jewish Communities in
Yugoslavia to Mr. Lourie and Mr. Marton, February 8, 1946.

r3

AJJDCA - Istanbul Box 5-ll: the Autonomous Relief Committee of the Federation of
Jewish Community of Yugoslavia to AJJDC, European Executive Council, November 18,
1946.

l4

About 1,000 Belgrade Jews managed ¡o hide in the city and the provinces in thei¡ friends'
homes or with their Serbian in-laws, or under a changed identity as 'Serbian refugees from
Bosnia'(S. Goldstein 1989, ll2).
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the liberation of Belgracle, on October 22, 1944, he entered the old premisesls of
the Federation and hung at the entrance the sign: Sauez ie,',reiskih veroispovednih
opitina Jugoslavi.je ('Federation of Jewish Religious Communities in Yugoslavia')
thus symbolicalty cteclaring the revival of Jewish existence and activity in post-war
Yugoslavia.l6 The initial estimate of the number of surviving Jews was only about
t.2u).17
The Federarion of Jewish Religious Communities in Yugoslavia was formally
re-establishecl early in 1945 and officially acknowledged as the legal representative
of Yugoslav Jewry.ls The authorities symbolically recognised the Jewish comrnunity by attending the opening ceremony of the only remaining Belgrade synagogue on December 4,1944. The regime's delegation consisting of representatives
of AVNOJ members and of the new Yugoslav Govemment was led by MoSa
Pijade.le The Federation was also the legal successor to the numerous defunct communities, and took over their property in order to use it as the basis of a reconstruction fund.20 The first temporary Executive Comminee of the Federation was
organised on August ll, 1945 and its work was divided between th¡ee commissions: social-cultural, legal and financial-administrative. The first post-war conference of the Jewish communities was organised in November 1945.21 Before this

of the Federation, David A. Alkalaj, president of the Belgrade Jewish community, and Vladislav Klajn, Major in the Yugoslav Army and a member of the Executive Committee, participated in the European
Conference of the World Jewish Organisation in Paris22 and during the joumey
Vajs and Alcalaj wrote a letteÉ3 in which they outlined the future lines of ttp

conference Albert Vajs, Vice-President

organisational structure of post-war Yugoslav Jewry.
t5

The building later sewed as the Embassy of Israel in Yugoslavia.

t6

Kadelburg 1969, I 15.

l7

Perera, David: "Neki sta¡istiðki podaci o Jevrejima u Jugoslaviji u periodu od 1938 do 1965
godine". Jevrejski Almanah 1968-/970. Belgrad: Savez Jevrejskih Op5tina Jugoslavije, 136.

r8

CAHJP-EA/B- 120: Report of the Federation of Jewish Religious Communities of the Federated People's Republic of Yugoslavia concerning the problems of Yugoslav Jews, from
Alcalay and Gedalja, July 19, 1947.

r9

S. Goldstein 1989, 127; Gordiejew 1999, 104.
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CZAlZ6l324: WorldJewish Congress

- Minutes & Reports 1950, Part III, Short Minutes
of the Meeting of the London members of rhe European Executive of the li/JC, Nove¡nber
28,

1950.

2l

Kadelburg 1969, I l9-t20. There is, however, contradictory information about the timing of
the first post-war Congress since Pops wrote to the Head of Organisation Department of the
WJC in June 1947 that the first Congress of the Federation had not yet been convencd
(JHM/K-822: Pops to Schwarzbart, lune 27 , 1947).

22

CAH¡P-EA/G-583: the Delegation to the hesidency of Minister Council, October 28, 1945.

23

CAHIP-EA/B-120: Letær from David A. Alkalaj and Dr. Albert Vajs, Septembcr 10, 1945
in Paris, see Chapær 2.1. "Organisational Reconstitution: Centralization".
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The following 42 Jewish communities were re-established and recognised by
the Federation by August 1945:2a Belgrade, T-agreb, sarajevo, Novi Sad, suborica,
Sombor, Skopje, Split, hi5tin4 Petrovgrad (later Zrenjanin), Ada, Senta, Mostar,

Bitolj, Baðka-Palanka, Panðevo, osijek, Baðka-Topola,zßmun, Õakovec, Ðakovo,
Stari Beðej, stara Kanjiða, vrËac, velika-Kikinda, Baðko-petrovo Selo, KosovskaMitrovica, Ni5, Leskovac, Mol, Ilok, Rijeka, Novi-Vrbas, Debeljeìa, Õonoplja,
7*nica, Bugojno, Bihaé, Baðko-Gradiste, Munka-sobota, Dubrovnik and NovaGradiSka.

In the nature of things, amidst the repaniation and the beginning of reconstruction, the number of Jewish communities fluctuated, as some initially reestablished communities quickly disappeared and others re-emerged in the course of
time. By 1947 the number

of re-established communities had risen to 5625 and the
number of Jews registered in them to 12,399.26 For unknown reasons, a laær
source lists only 38 communities in 1942 with slightly under 12,000 Jews.2?
Gradually a few synagogues also became operational, and the Novi sad and
Subotica synagogues, for example, were opened in August lg4S.2E
one of the main tasks of the Yugoslav regime in the first post-war years was
the elimination of all forms

of political opposition while continuing to steer society
towards general reconstruction. As part of the process of gaining control, the
Communist Pany of Yugoslavia anempted to conúol and penetraæ religious
organisations during 1945, and succeeded to some degree. Especially with regard to
the major religious dominations, the Govemment forcefully promoted the creation
of unions and associations of clergy in order to gain tighter control of the clergy.29
under these circumstances and in this aunosphere, Jews faced the task of
reconstituting their organised life and activity. The prevailing tension and uncertainty about the future can be sensed in a report from the Zionist Organisation in
Bari, Italy, which advises those writing to the Federation in Belgrade that 'the situation is very delicate and leners should be written for the time being with greaæst
caution'.3o Approximately at the same time, the organisation Deparünent of tlre
l4
t5

ó
21

l8

CAHJP-EA/B-120: Pops, Alkalaj and Gedalja

to

'Genfer Bûro des Jüdischen welt-

kongresses' (Geneva Office of the World Jewish Congress), August 9, 1945.

CAHJP-EA/B- 120: Report of the Federa¡ion of Jewish Religious Communities of the Federated People's Republic of Yugoslavia conceming the problems of yugoslav Jews, from
Alcalay and Gedalja, July 19, 1947. See also Map 2 on page xi.
Perera 1971.137.
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CAHJP-EA/B-I20: Lener from David A. Alkalaj and Dr. Albert Vajs, seprember 10, 1945

in Paris.
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Mojzes 1997,212,217.

czNsí/11423: Julije wiener, Zionist organisation in Bari ro the Jewish Agency for
Palestine, June

7,

1945.
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Jewish Agency for Palestine had received the first messages from the remnants of
Yugoslav Jewry. Jewish leaders from Yugoslavia wrote in a very cautious manner
about the situation and requested that no contacts should be made with them from
Palestine, for that would endanger their delicate position.3t

2.1. ORGANISATIONAL RECONSTRUCTION: CENTRALISATTON
The post-war organisation of the Yugoslav Jewish community is outlined in a lecer
written by the vice-President of the Federation Albert vajs and a member of the

Executive Comminee David Alkalaj in september 1945. It highlights the need ro
work together laying aside all ideological or personal disputes, and stresses ttrat all

must take part

in

co-operation as Jews, whatever their Zionist, communist or

neutral orientation, in the community administration.32 This aim was consequently
realised and in practice it meant the policy of centralisation in the Jewish Federation.

Yugoslav Jews had been accustomed to a rich variety of Jewish organisations
and associations during the inter-war years. All had had the opportunity to express
their religious or nationalistic orientation and identification in the appropriate organisation, and indeed, the remnants of Yugoslav Jewry wanted to renew the structures
of the pre-war days. There existed a desire to revive both the Federation of Zionists
of Yugoslavia33 and the union of orthodox Jewish Religious communities after
the wa¡.34

There were still a considerable number of Jews who maintained their Zionist
orientation, and who already had relatives living in palestine.3s
Rejection of Zionists

However, the effort to reconstitute the Zionist organisation ran into difFrculties
almost from the outset. The question aroused differences of opinion between the
Jews of Zionist orientation, mainly those who had had pre-war experience and a
Zionist training and still maintained strong Zionist aspirations, and the non-Zionists,
3t
32

33

CZNSS/ll423l2IOl328: from the Organisation Departmenr, May 16, 1946.
CAHJP-EA/B-120: Lenerfrom David A. Alkalaj and Dr. Albert Vajs, seprember
in Paris.

lo,
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cz{ls5/l1423: Pops to the Executive of the Zionisr organisation, July 2g, 1947.
CAHJP-EA/B-I20:Letter from David A. Alkalaj and Dr. Albert Vajs, sept:mber 10, 1945
in Paris.
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czÁ.lsslll423:

L,oker to the organisation Deparment: reporr of David perera, August 2g,
czNS25l5280: summary of rhe report of David perera on his visit to yugoslavia,
August 27,1947.
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many of whom were communists.3ó An anti-Zonist fadition had existed f¡mong
Yugoslav communists from the days of the inter-war period, when communists in
general, and Jewish communists in particular, had ca¡ried on a continuous debaæ
with the Yugoslav Zionists.3T For example, Moða Pijade had said ttrat although he
supported the Yishuv (Jewish settlement in Palestine) in Palestine because of antiBritish considerations, from the ideological point of view he was against Zionism,
and during the inter-war period he himself had been a severe critic of the Yugoslav
Zionists, and had been making an effort to attact Zionist youths into the ranks of
the Communist youth movement.3S There is no indication that the communist regime of the new Yugoslavia would have needed to pay special attention to the small

faction of post-war Zionists, as their efforts were successfully torpedoed by the
ardent communist members of the Jewish leadership, who themselves were at the
beginning of their political career in the new Yugoslavia and strongly against every
nationalist phenomenon.39 Moreover, Yugoslav Jews were not allowed to maintain
contacts with the World Zionist Congress.4o In the neighbouring Eastem European

countries, which fell under total communist control later than Yugoslavia, Zionist
organisations were re-established after the Second World Wa¡ and allowed to function until the Communist takeover, when they were usually 'voluntarily' dissolved.

Short-lived

P ost-war O

rthodox J ewry

Initially the Federation of Jewish Religious Communities raised no objection to the
reconstituting of the separate Orthodox communities outside the orbit of the Federation.4l In fact, there was no reason why they should have objected, since war time
decisions by the AVNOJ had already decreed the equality of all citizens inespective
of religious differences, and the fi¡st constitution of the new Yugoslavia guaranteed
freedom ofconscience and religious belief. This is also clearly seen in the report on
the position of Yugoslav Jews by Fridrih Pops and David Alkalaj in 1945' in
which they wrcte that'the Jews have full freedom for organisation in the religious
36

CZAlSSlll4z3: Pops to the Executive of the Zionist Organisation, July 28' 1947: CZAI
52515280: Report on the Yugoslav Jewry by Zvi Loker, December 3,1947; CZNS25|5280:
Summary of the report of David Perera on his visit to Yugoslavia, August 27, 194?-
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Levinger 1987, 227 -228.
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Shelah 1994, 136.
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CZAlSstll423: Report on Yugoslav Jews. December 8, 1947; CZNS5ll1423: RePort on
the situation of Jews in Yugoslavia by Levavy, 1947 (not datedx CZA"/S5|LI423: Loker to
the Organisation Department: report of David Perera, August 28, 1947.
JHM/K-784: Conference of the Federation of Jewish Religious Communities in Belgrade,
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March 29-30, 1947.
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CAHJP-EA/B-120: Lener from David A. Alkalaj and Dr. Albert Vajs, SePtember 10, 1945

in Paris.
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communities with full liberty for expressing religion and religious teaching'.a2 ln
fact, in formal terms the post-war Orthodox Jewish communities functioned separately from the Federation within the framework of the Union of Orthodox Jewish
Religious Communities (Udruäenje Ortodoksna.levrejskih veroispovednih opitina)
located in Subotica as they had been before the war.43 Dr. Binder from Subotica
served as the Chief Rabbi of Orthodox Jews.a4 Buh the Federation of Jewish
Religious Communities and the Union of Jewish Orthodox Religious Communilies
had been legal representatives during the inter-war period according to tlìe Lâw on
the Religious Community of Jews in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. Although no law
conceming the status of Jewish communities was in force any longer after the war,
both instituúons performed their function on the basis of this law. as Pops wrote to
the Head of the Organisation Depanment of the World Jewish Congress. He
continued by indicating that although these institutions were formally separatecl,
there was close cooperation between the Federation and the Union.4s Immediately
after the war the Orthodox community of Subotica requested fìnancial aid from the
Autonomous Relief Committee in order to repair the synagogue and ritual bath. for
example, and announced their decision to set up a kosher dining hall.a6
Subotica in Vojvodina had been traditionally a craclle of Orthodox Jewry in
Yugoslavia, and the Union of Orthodox Jewish Religious Communities was founded there in 1924. [n general, after the war the Vojvodina region was home to almosl
one-third of the surviving Jews, with the highest number recorded in November
1946,atotal of 3,729 Jews.aT Post-war Orthodox communities were reconstituted
in Subotica with I 15 members and Senta with 179 members in l946.a8 Neologue
communities were also reconstituted in these towns. There were also small
Orthodox Jewish communities in Ada with 70 members, Baðko Petrovo Selo with
42
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AJJDCA - Istanbul Box 3-4: Yugoslavia 1945, report on the position of Yugoslav Jews by
D. Alkalaj and F. Pops.

IHWK-822: Federated People's Republic of Yugoslavia, Questionnaire Ocrober 20, 1946.
In a list of monthly distribu¡ion to different communities, the Union of Orthodox Religious
Jews located in Subotica is mentioned separately from the Orthodox community of Subotica
(JHM/K-854: distribution for the month of August 1948).
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C-89.012: Orthodox Communiry, Yugoslavia,

F. White ro

AJJDC-Paris, September 4, 1947.
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IHMIK-822: Pops to Schwar¿bart. lune 27, 1947.
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JHMß-813, no. 6/1945:. l¡¡¡er from the Orrhodox Jewish Religious Community of
Subotica to the Autonomous Relief Committee.

47
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Perera 1971, 137.

Perera 1971, 139. Figures on the post-war membership of these communities fluctuate,
According to one source, there were 137 members in Subotica Orthodox community in 1945
(JHlvf/K-769, no. 15145: Orthodox Jewish Comrnunity of Subotica ro the Auronomous
Relief Committee of the Federation of Jewish Religious Communities, Ocrober 15, 1945)
and 128 members in 1946 (JHM/I(-769, no. 941946: Jewish Religious Community of
Subotica to the Federation of Jewish Religious Communiries in FNRJ, April 5. 1946).
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70 members. Mol with 20 members4e and in llokso in addition to Subotica and
Senta. 'Ihis amounts to more than 500 surviving Orthodox Jews. The few surviving
rabbis made plans in order to secure at least some religious life in the future. In
March 1947. at the meeting of Jewish representatives of larger cities initiated by
five rabbis. they urgently requesled immediate action to enable a few students to
attenrl rabbinical colleges in Poland, Rumania, Hungary or Bulgaria, so that in a few
years the larger cities woulcl have one rabbi each.S l

'l'hough formally separated from the Federation, the Union of Orthodox Jews
was,like the Federation itself, cle¡rendent on frrnancial aid from the JDC char¡nelled
through the Autonomous Relief Committee. As the Executive of the ARC was

of the Federation, this meant
that in reality lhe Union of Orthodox Jewish communities was totally dependent on
manned by almost the same persons as the Executive

the Federation. The attitude of the Federation of Jewish Communities towards tlre
rernnants of Orthodox Jewry, however, aroused criticism among the Orthodox
Jews. This is exemplified in a letter from the businessman and Orthodox Jew, Josif

Hauer from Senta, to Rabbi l¿za¡ Schoenfeld in New York about the situation of
the Orthodox Jews in Yugoslaviain 1947. Hauer complains about the Federation
of Jewish Communities in Yugoslavia not taking care of the religious needs of the
Orthodox Jewish population. According to Hauer, there were 300 Jews52 in tlæ
Jewish community without any religious institutions. His letter also indicates that
many Jews were leaving because of the lack of Orthodox shocheÍ, mochel and

llebrew teachers. Hauer concludes his letter by requesting the Joint Distribution
Committee, either directly or indirectly, to instnrct the Federation to take ca¡e of the
religious needs of the country.s3
Apparently Hauer's letter prompted the Joint representative Frederick White to
study the situation of the Orthodox communities in Yugoslavia, and indeed, four
months after Hauer's letter White sent a clarifying letter about the position of the
Orthodox Jewish community in Yugoslavia, starting with the point that the abovementioned Hauer was no longer a member of the Board of Yugoslav Orthodox
Jewry. This implies that he had previously been a member of the Board. The tone of
49
50

5l

JHM/I(-769, no. 1711946: Orthodox Jewish Religious Community of Subotica to the Federation of Jewish Religious Communities, February 20, 1946.
IHMf(-822:. Federated People's Republic of Yugoslavia, Questionnairc, October 20, 1946AJJDCA - Geneva I, 24, C-89.016: Report on Yugoslavia from F. White to Dr. Scbwa¡tz
(not dated, but probably in 1947 because he ¡efers to his last visit which took place in
December 1946).

52

Probably Hauer with his figurc of 300 members was rcferring to the Senta and Subotica
Orthodox communities combined, which at the time made up approximately the abovementioned total.

53

AJJDCA - Gçneva I, 24, C-89.013: læner from Rabbi L. Schoenfeld to the Central Relicf
Committee, May 5, 1947 , in which Haucr's lctter is quoted.
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white's lerer indicates that perhaps Hauer was not a tolerated person in somebody's eyes, mosr probably in the eyes of the Federation readership in Belgrade.
rWhite's rePort is based on the
meeting with the representatives of the Orthodox
Jewry in Belgrade on September 4,1947. Present were Chief Rabbi Binder and the
President of the Boa¡d, 7.eiger, and as board members Gelbstein and Flesch from
senta. The meeting stated that the main causes of concem among the onhodox
Jews were the lack of shochets and mochels, the same points made earlier by
Hauer. In addition, the wish was expressed to have one more orthodox rabbi in
addition to the Chief Rabbi. Religious items such as mezuzoth, tatlitim and prayer

books were sufficiently available.sa Representatives

of the orrhodox

Jews, the

Autonomous Relief Comminee and the Federation of Yugoslav Jewish Religious
Communities decided to set up a committee in order to establish the exact number of
the orthodox population, their furancial status and, most impoftant, impress upon
them the need to display more loyalty and more honesry in supporting their institutions.5s

The report makes some interesting observations about orthodox Jews in
Yugoslavia. A large percentage of the remaining orthodox population was still
rather wealthy, but connibuted very linle to the maintenance of their institutions,
prefèrring instead to rely on the JDC.56
White's letter gives the impression that Hauer's individual act in approaching
American Orthodox Jewry was not viewed with favour by the Federation of Jewish
communities, as it portrayed the Federation negatively in the eyes of American
Orthodox Jewish ci¡cles. Keeping in mind the fact of its financial dependence on
the intemarional Jewish organisations, mainly on the JDC, the Federation had to
foster its reputarion in order not to put at risk the financial aid. The JDC from its
hnancial assistance also covered the salaries of rabbis and chazzans, in addition to
the maintenance of the few remaining synagogues, and also the salaries of teachers
who conducted evening and sunday lectures on the Hebrew language and Jewish

history.i7
5.1

A large number of religious and other books as welt as religious items were bought
by the
JDC for Yugoslav Jews in 194ó. Items included for examplc 200 yiddish text
books, 2,000
Hebrcw ¡ext books. 300 Yiddish Natural science books, 500 Jewish
History books in
Yiddish. 1.500 sers of Hebrew picture books for colouring, g00 paper scull caps
erc. (JHlvfl
K-764: ¡he AJJDC ¡o Federarion of Jewish communiries in yugðsi"uia, Augusì
zo, 1946).

'{JJDCA

-

Geneva

I' 2A' c-89.012: onhodox

.\JJDC-Paris, September 4. 1947.
56

community, yugoslavia,

F. whire
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For example: the orthodox Jewish communiry of Ada had sold property
and rcceived about

Din' 200'000. without informing the ARC and without raising ìmir ridiculously small
monthly conrriburion of Din. 500 to rhe cenrral onhodox represãntation.
Accordingly, and
in agreement wirh that body_, the ARC decided to stop its monthly
allocation of Din. g,9@

toAda(AJJDCA-GenevaI,2A, c-g9.012: orrhodox community, yugoslavi4
F.

to AJJDC-Paris. September 4, 1947).
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given no chance to exisl in the post-war conclitions of new yugoslavia, against the
will of â part of rhe Jewish population.
In summary. the Jewish communists succeeded in preventing the reconstitution
of the Zionist organisarion, the Jewish leadership prevented the Jewish coflrmunists'attempt lo create non-sectarian organisations alongside the communities, and
the mass emigration to lsrael smoothed the path to adaptation of the remnants of
Yugoslav Jewry hy removing the most religious Jewish elements from the scene.
The Yugoslav Jewish leadership successfully established one umbrella organi-

sation f<¡r all Jewish communities and dissident attempts were successfully outmanoeuvred. The centralisation of Jewish communities was a general policy of ttre
People's Republics. In Hungary it was carried out in 19506ó and Czech and slovak
Jewries also merged into a single framework under communist pressure,6z and only
later were allowed to split again.68 The centralisation was already complete in
Yugoslavia by 1948, earlier than in other Eastem European communist coun¡ies
and without signifìcant pressure on the par¡t of the authorities. The emigration which
followed shook the newly reconstituted community and the question of organisation
was put on rhe agenda again during the succeeding years. This is discussed more in
detail in cìhapter 4, Adapting to the New yugoslavia. The outcome, in any case,
after a lot of discussion and debate, was to preserve one, single centralised pattern
of Jewish organisation in post-war yugoslavia.
The formal structure of post-war Jewish communities was rather simple. The
highest decision-making body was the Conference of communities, and other goveming bodies were the Central Committee (merged with the Executive Committee in
1970) and the Executive Committee of the Federation, which included a working
comminee and the Presidency, along with a Supervisory committee and the subcommittees.69 All these activities were channelled through different sections within
the framework of the Federation and, for example, women's groups were created
relatively early, who concemed themselves with social work, mainly child care and
care for the sick.To
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Almost immediaæly after tlre war Yugoslav Jewry established, and was allowed to maintain, extemal contacts, especially with the Joint Disribution Comminee and the World Jewish Congfess.Tl Intemational Jewish organisations for
their part appreciated contacts with the Yugoslav Jewry because their leadership
was seen as the most reasonable and helpful of all the East European Jewish

with the Iron Curtain
countries were usually broken totally after the Communists had seized full power.
Czechoslovakia's afhliation with the WJC came to an end in 1949 and the Joint
Distribution Committee was ordered to discontinue its work and leave the country
in January 1950.73 In Bulgaria, the Central Jewish Consistory announced in June
communities.T2 This is easy to understand because contacts

1949 its secession from the WJC.74 The Joint Distribution Committee was often

with the CIA and with 'international
Zionism'.7s With regard to extemal relations, Yugoslavia differed considerably
from the other Communist regimes; only afñliation with the World Zionist Organisation was disallowed for Yugoslav Jews.76 The exæmal relations of post-war
Yugoslav Jewry are best explained in terms of Yugoslavia's realpolitik i.e.
rapprochement with the West, especially after the break with the Soviet Union.
accused by Communist Govemments of links

2.2. THE AUTONOMOUS RELIEF COMMITTEE
War-tom Yugoslavia was in desperate need of humanitarian aid, and Yugoslavs
and Jews alike were dependent on this aid. In fact, Yugoslavia survived ttre winter
of 194546 largely rhrough the contribution of United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, whose aid to Yugoslavia exceeded over 400 million USD
during that period.77 For distributing humanita¡ian aid, the regime divided the
population into different categories according to political considerations, arrd this
had a negative effect on Jews in many cases because of their bourgeois background.78 Consequently the burden of humanitarian aid for Jews rested almost
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exclusively on the Jewish communities. Social welfare became the most important
task of the reconstituted Federation of Jewish Religious Communities during the
frst post-war years.Te Initially the Yugoslav Ministry for Social Welfare hacl allotted a sum of half a million Dinars for social welfare on the application of Jewish
community, but the Govemment did not have the resources to supply further aid.
Friddh Pops as the President of the Federation and David Alkalaj, the initiator of
the appeal,8o as the head of the Belgrade Jewish communily. prepared an ap¡ral to
foreign donors for aid for Yugoslav Jews.sl
In this respect the first contacts were created with Bulgarian Jewry as early as
the end of ß44 and during the spring of 1945.82 Bucharest. however. servecl as the

link with the intemational Jewish organisations, as the Rumanian delegation of the
Joint Distribution Committee was located there and expressed unclerstandi¡rg for the
needs of Yugoslav Jewry.83 The JDC itself was unable to bring assistance clirectly
to Yugoslavia before the summer of 1945. Even then, the Yugoslav Jewish cornmunity was unable to contact the European headquarters of the JDC located in
Paris, but they were able to send a delegation to Bucharest. where the first meeting
with the people in charge of the JDC progftm in Rumania an<l its director B. Jakobson took place during July 1945.84 The JDC wa.s unable to sencl its first representative, Frederick White, to Yugoslavia until 1946. He came to Belgrade in orcler
to cooperate with the President of the Autonomous Relief ('ommittee. David
Alkalaj.s5
The Rumanian delegation of the JDC gave immediate assistance to Yugoslav
Jews, although at the beginning without formal âuthorisation for such assistance.

After some negotiations with the JDC delegation in Bucharest, the JDC delegation
in Yugoslavia was organised under the name .Sale¡ Je,,'re.iskih ,',eroisPovednilt
opitina u lugoslaviji - Automni odhor za pomoó, Beograd ('Autonomous Relief
79
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of the Federation of Jewish Religious Communities in Yugoslavia', or
ARC). This office was constitutionally a sub-office of the Rumanian ofFrces6 of tlre
JDC and organisationally a paft of the Federation of Jewish Religious CommuComminee

nities.
The tasks of the ARC were multiple. Firstly, it was in charge of organising and
conducting the relief work for the Jews of Yugoslavia and of finding new sources
of funding from abroad, and secondly, its task included rePresenting the Jews of

Yugoslavia vis-à-vis the authorities of the People's Republic and Jewish organisations abroad.8? This organisation formed the nucleus of Jewish activity in Yugoslavia in the immediate post-wa¡ years and through it almost all their activities were
channelled. The first ExecutiveSS of the Autonomous Relief Committee consisted of
I I members with David Alkalaj, the President of the Belgrade Jewish community,
as its president until his emigration to Israel in 1950,8e and in fact the ARC was the
only active organisation under the supervision of the Federation.go Ttre Executive
was joined by the best-known and most powerful of post-war Yugoslav Jewish
leaden, Lavoslav Kadelburggl, who had spent the war as a prisoner of war in
Germany and was a member of the Communist party,92 and who eventually became
Alkalaj's successor as the President of the ARC in 1950.93 Naftali Gedalja served
as the secretary of the ARC.9a The ARC became a strongly Belgrade-oriented body
as all the first executive members were

from Belgrade.

In

1945 it was decided that
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in Yugoslavia would be
elected as advisory members with an advisory vote in order to supervise the
interests of the communities9s they represented. However, the members of the ARC
in Belgrade continued to form the Working Comminee of the ARC.eó The ARC
also established an offrce n Zagreb and had two storehouses, one in Belgrade and
an additional six persons from different large communities

one in Zagreb.g?

The main motives behind JDC assistance for needy Yugoslav Jews were not
merely to secure their physical survival; rather, it was a mission to save Jewish life
in all of its aspects. The JDC concluded that the only chance of preserving Jewish
tradition, religion, cultural activities and spiritual hope in Yugoslavia lay in supporting the 'backbone' of Jewish life in Yugoslavia, by which they meant the
Jewish communities and thei¡ leaders and paid staff. Therefore channelling ttre
activity of the JDC through the ARC would not only allow the distribution of
material aid, but would also guarante,e the continuation and functioning of Jewish
communities with their own special Jewish aspects.gS The support for the communities was planned to be temporary because the JDC wanted, at least according
-oetween
to its representative Frederick White, to differentiate
the aid given for social
welfare and that given for the maintenance of Jewish communities, which should
not be the responsibility of the JDC. Temporarily the JDC had been forced to take
care of the communities, but in the furure the communities would have to look after
themselves, as rühite gave them to understand. As a means

of financing coÍtmu-

nities, White proposed selling all unnecessary communal estates.99 The JDC purpose was that their funding through the ARC would take almost the whole relief
burden away from the communities, which would allow them to concenmte on the
task of rebuilding Jewish life in general.too It seems that in White's mind there was
a more traditional model of Jewish organisations, according to which the community was exclusively in charge of religious life, while other Jewish activities took
place in separate associations and organisations. For the Yugoslav Jewish leadership, however, the community was the centre of all the activities, and religious life
should be one part of the community life among other activities. Apparently they
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Advisory members of the Committee came from Z¡gteb (2),
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of the possible scale of religious life in post-war Jewish

communities than White had, and of course they were in a better position to estimate

what would be a workable structure for Jewish life on the basis of pre-war
experience and an understanding of the post-war realities of an evolving communist
society. This led to the occurrence of differences on certain matters between White
and the leadership. tWhite also complained in 1946 that it was still difficult to obtain
a clear picture of the situation in the Jewish communities, because of the lack of
qualified penonnel, and the political tension which made it a difficult and delicate
job to insist on exact figures and statistics from communities.lol
To the authorities of the Yugoslav People's Republic, the establishment of a
Jewish aid organisation was a welcome contribution as it took ca¡e of one section of
the population in a ruined country, and therefore reduced the Govemment's burden

in the sphere of social welfare. In practice this attitude was demonstrated by ttre
Department of Foreign Trade, which exempted all incoming relief supplies from the
payment of duties and required only a moderate fee of 0.5 per cent of the value of
the supplies. Relief supplies were also exempted from consumer taxes. The ARC,
for its part, had to submit a statement to the Govemment indicating how the relief
supplies were distribu¡"6.102 pun6tl03 received through banks were distributed by
ttre ARC to the local Jewish communities, which in tum allocated them to needy
Jews in their own locality and neighbouring villages.

One of the first activities of the ACR and the communities was to establish
public dining halls; this was enabled by the first credit of 50,000 USD given by the
JDC.I04 Public dining halls existed in the following cities (the figure after the name
indicates the number of people fed in them): Belgrade 400, Petrovgrad 50, Sarajevo
90, Senta (Orthodox) 25, Senta 60,7,agreb 370, Õakovec 56, Subotica 130, Novi
Sad 250, a total of l43l people.los 1¡" figures show ttrat about l0 per cent of the

l0l
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surviving Jewish population received daily food in the dining halls organised by the

ARC in 1946.

In addition to the dining halls, the ARC took over the care of students, and
about 120 were sheltered in students'homes in Belgrade and Zagreb, while others,
who were not living in students' homes, were granted scholarships. Homes for
old and disabled men and women were also established in Belgrade, Zagreb ønd
Brezice. The ARC funded the summer camps for children in Crkvenica, Pazarié,
Lovran and Fru5k.l06 The health service established by the ARC consisted of the
maintenance of dispensaries in larger communities, free medical examinations, the
provision of medicines and cash assistance for those needing a special food.
Assistance through the ARC was also given for the thousands of displaced Jews
from Europe who used Yugoslavia as their transit point on the way to Palestine.loT
With regard to these transients, the ARC was in charge of housing and feeding of
them (forexample, there were some 5,000 transient Jews in the premises and barracks located in Zagreb)Io8 whereas the costs of their transport and supplies for the
ships were borne by the representatives of ttre Mossad læ-Aliyah Bet who were
responsible for organising the immigration.lo9 Dov Steiner, an executive member
of the ARC complains of being inadequately informed about the representatives,
referring to the Mossad activity, of the transients regarding their precise functions
and duties.l l0 Steiner's statement reveals a degree of suspicion towards ttre activity

of the foreigners.
Funds were also requested from the JDC for publishing a community bulletin
in order to inform people about the activities and services of the ARC and, more

connect Yugoslav Jews with Jewish life globally. In
addition to the bulletin, those who were interested in preserving Jewish life wanted
to furnish community centres with radio sets, table tennis tables, and libra¡ies of

importantly,

in order to

Jewish books and magazines, and to organise lectures on Jewish subjects.¡ I I
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The ca¡e of children, especially orphans, was one of the main duties of the
ARC and the communities, and every effort was made to gather children who were
scattered all over the country into places where they could be properly cared for.
The Belgrade Jewish Orphanage in the Belgrade Jewish community building was
l2
the only institution of its kind, sheltering 60 children.l
Establishing the new Yugoslavia on socialist principles inevitably meant reducing the private sector. As has been pointed out, the new economic organisation
was introduced by confìscating the property of war criminals and enemy collaborators, the majority of the bourgeoisie were expropriated after the war, and the
means of production ,'¡/ere proclaimed state property. The Nationalisation Act in

1946 finalised the liquidation of capitalist ownership.tl3 This naturally had
consequences for the Jews who traditionally were well represented among private
enterprises and merchants, creating reorientation problems for those who were not
qualified for state services. As this problem glew more acute, a plan was introduced
to Eain those affected for other occupations. The Autonomous Relief Committee
instructed the communities to do everything possible in order to render productive
those Jews with non-productive occupations. The basket-makers' cooperative aI
Subotica was the first attempt in this fespect. The promotion of cooperative and

collective workshops was planned to facilitate ttre reorientation of unemployed
Jews.lla Obviously the JDC, through the Autonomous Relief Committee, attempted to encourage the establishment of commercial enterprises as a way to ease
unemployment among Jews. This was rejected, however, by the executive of the
ARC. Martin Komlo$, vice-chairman of the executive, noted during the ARC session that the new Yugoslavia had adopted a planned economy which left little room
for small business. Vajs supported Komlo3 by saying that only craftsmanship could
15
be considered with regard to the vocational training, and not small business'l
The ARC plarured to launch these vocational projects from the beginning of
1947. Ttrc plans included courses in mechanics, knitting, sewing and tailoring,
which later would be developed into cooperatives offering more employment op-

35H00

Jews would be rained and eventually
made self-supporting within six to eight months. The projects were discussed with
Yugoslav officials, especially with MoSa Pijade, and they received the blessing of

pornrnities. According to the plan,
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the authorities. The JDC's purpose in re-educating unemployed Jews was both to
reduce the need for relief and to enhance the prestige of the JDC, not only within
the Jewish community but also vis-à-vis the Govemmenl.l ló ¡n spite of these vocational projects there remained Jews who were either too old to work, or 'unde-

sirable' for political reasons, or simply unable to adapt themselves to the new
economy, and who therefore would also need to be assisted in the future. Many
job-holders also had to be assisted as their salaries could not cover any further
requirements beyond the bare necessities o¡ ¡¡¡*.117
Frederick White, the JDC representative, also initiated a Medical Conference of

Jewish Physicians which was accordingly organised nzagreb on seprember 2829,1947. child ca¡e, Featment of the sick, the procurement of large amounts of
medicaments, efforts made on behalf of tuberculosis patients - all these activities
were on the conference agenda. As David Alkalaj noted in his opening remarks, the
conference
presents renewed and strong evidence of our determination to presefve our Jewish
community in Yugoslavia, to raise its cultural, social and health level, in order that
we might, both as a collective and as individuals, serve as positive members in the

reconstruction of our homeland, the New Yugoslavia.l

|8

The purpose of the conference was to consider together the overall health
problems of Yugoslav Jewry. The conference brought together 42 participants, of
whom 37 were Jewish Physicians, from Zagreb, Belgrade, Sarajevo, Osijek, Zrenjanin, skopje and Novi sad. The'e was a plan to organise dental ambulances and Xrays of the population to solve the most acute problems of the dental service and the
ca¡e of tuberculosis. A Health Advisory Council was formed within the ARC in

order to direct the outcomes of the conference and the entire health service.l l9
Frederick White's report reveals several interesting matters from the conference besides the main agenda. The conference began in rather a cold atmosphere
and the discussions and responses actually reflected ttre outspoken federalist tendency and rivalry between Jewish communities. This, in fact, according to white,
created the main obstacles to the JDC program

in Yugoslavia. White complained

that the statements of communities and individuals were rarely objective enough to
be considered reliable and sound conclusions could only be drawn after immediate
I
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checks. In addition, there existed conflicts Cue to political antagonism within the
whole group. Finally, certain elements showed a general tendency to do little themselves and to criticise whatever was done by the ARC, their battle-cry being that the

JDC was sending millions to European countries and so the ARC could give far
more or force the JDC to ¿o ro.l2o

The JDC funding of Jewish social and welfa¡e institutions through the ARC
was almost the only source of financial aid for Yugoslav Jewry in the post-war
years. To provide an altemative, Frederick White suggested to the ARC that certain
communities should sell property which they no longer needed. This would enable
those communities to fulfil their tasks and pay their debts. This suggestion was
rejected, however, for it was seen as a last resort which should not be ur"¿.121
Late¡ when the JDC aid ceased, the leadership was obligated to make use of this

l95l the community ca¡ried on irs work without JDC
assistance and all large or convertible holdings were sold for income.l22 social
welfare continuously made up a major part of the community activities. The per-

resource. During 1950 and

centage of the elderly, i.e. those above 60, was quite high and some

of them became
the responsibility of the communities, as they were rrot included in the state social
security system because of thei¡ former professions in the private sector.l23
The JDC operated and distributed aid from 1945 until 1949, when after the
thi¡d wave of emigration there was no more need for the aid. when the JDC's relief
programme câme to an end in 1949, its representative Frederick white was decorated with a high honour by Marshal rito in recognition of the help given to 'rhe

of Yugoslavi^'.t24 As an organisation within the Jewish Federation, the
Autonomous Relief Committee was closed in 1952.125 late¡ however, the JDC
had to renew its aid to Yugoslav Jewry, which was continuously dependent on
financial aid from abroad. As for the situation in 1952, the healthy and favourable
attitude of the Govemment towards the Jewish community, as one visitor expressed
it, encouraged the JDC to support projects which would project a panem of Jewish
peoples

living in Yugoslavia into the future. The Jewish community of yugoslavia was
considered a small but worthwhile area for JDC suppoft.l26
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ARC represented the most powerful
Jewish institution in Yugoslavia during the immediaæ post-war years. It was the
only institution maintaining a decent standard of relief available to all those who
needed it, regardless of ttrei¡ political colour or the degree to which they could
satisfy overzealous 'observers' and commissars, as Frederick lvVhite expressed it in
his report to the AJJDC office in Paris. Indirectly and directly, the continuation of
Jewish life and the welfare of the Jewish population in Yugoslavia depended on the
functioning of the ARC, which in tum meant dependence on JDC funds and
Because of these funds and supplies, the

supplies.l2T

2.3. LEADERSHIP
Three basic forms of political control can be discemed in contemporary Jewish
communities: autocratic, oligarchic and polyarchic. In the autocratic pattem every
significant community decision is made by a single individual or an organisation
functioning as a corporate person. Oligarchy is a form of political control in which a
virtual monopoly of power lies with a group of individuals (or interests represented
by individuals). In the polyarchic system no single person or group can exercise a
monopoly of decision making.t2s
Fridrih Pops, a lawyerl2g and a member of the Belgrade municipal council in
the pre-war period,l3o was bom in l8?4, and served as the first President of the
post-war Federation of Jewish Communities, actually continuing in the same position he had held since 1933. Earlier he had been the President of the Belgrade
Ashkenazi communiry. During the inter-war years Pops was an active Zionist and
also served as a Vice-hesident of the Zionist Federation in Yugoslavia. From the
1945 Fridrih Pops served as the accredited representative of the
Jewish Agency for Palestine in Yugoslavia.l3l
Besides Pops, the first post-war Executive Committee of the Federation
consisted of Albert Vajs as the Vice-hesident, and members David Alkalaj, Lavo-
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slav Kadelburg, Àleksander Stajner, Vladislav Klajn, Isak-Bata Amar, Avram
Mevorah, Sima Alkalaj, Martin Komlo5 and Fred Binder. Naftali Gedalja served as
the secreøry of the Federation.l32 Another source also mentions Osca¡ Grof and
Adanja (ttre fint name is not given) as members of ttre first Executive CommitÌæ.133 The Executive Committees of the ARC and the Federation were marned by
almost the same leaders, David Alkalaj being the President of the former and
Fridrih Pops of the latter. Pops was already advanced in age and giving way to the
younger guard, while Alkalaj was described as the most respeÆæd and prominent
personality in the leadership.l3c In consequence, as the President of the ARC, he
was the person who in practice ran Yugoslav Jewry during the years of reconstruction. A Zionist and not a Party member,l35 perhaps seeing his task fr¡lfilled, he
emigrated to Israel in 1950.
Of the Executive Committee memben at least Grof, from Sarajevo, Pops,
Alkalaj and Vajs from Belgrade had been Zonists in the pre-war years.l36 Albert
Vajs was a lawyer who had joined the Executive Comminee as the third VicePresident before the war. Pops, Alkalaj and Grof represented continuity, as all of
them had been among the first rank of the pre-war leadenhip. Albert Vajs, the
President of the Federation from 1948 until 1964, served after the war as the Secretary of the Yugoslav War Crimes Commission and laær as hofessor of International Law at the University of Belgrade.l3?

A certain similarity appears in the backgrounds of the post-war Jewish leadership. Prominent positions were occupied mainly by those who had been among the
Jewish offrcer prisoners of war in Germanyl3E or participants in the National
Liberation Struggle. From the first Executive Vajs, Kadelburg, Alkalaj and Amar
were former prisoners of war.l3e Obviously participation in the National Liberation
Struggle was an important criterion for good standing in post-war Yugoslav society
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in general and in the post-war Jewish community in particular.lao Participation in
the revolutionary underground and in the war brought great honour in the New
Yugoslavia, and this was often accompanied by a high position in the army, administration or party organisation.l4l Partnership in these crucial events leading to
the birth of the New Yugoslavia legitimised the position of Jews in post-war Yugoslav life and society.

The new Jewish leadership consisted both of pre-war traditional Zionists, of
whom a number became communists, and young communists who were against
Zionism.la2 It is no wonder, then, that the post-war Yugoslav Jewish leadership
was not exempt from inæmal rivalries. As noted eadier, the communists were the
most outspoken opponents of the revival of the Zionist organisation. The representative of the JDC, Frederick White, on several occasions criticised the intemal
disputes among the leadership. According to White some of the most influential
members holding official positions in the Federation were üying, for example, to
minimise and gradually abandon the speciñcally Jewish features of the JDC aid
progftrmme channelled through the Autonomous Relief Committee, and to adapt
them to the new system in which neither difference of creed nor nationality existed.la3 The 'federalist ændency and rivalry between Jewish communities' was
one of the main obstacles to White's efforts to carry out the JDC programme in
Yugoslavia, as he himself reported.taa
It can be concluded that a power stnrggle between communists and noncommunists was ensuing within the Jewish leadership after the war.l45 The Jewish
leadership in the People's Republics usually became communist. In Bulgaria tlre
Central Jewish Consistory was recognised, after the period of the kingdom, as the
supreme administrator of Jewish affairs. Reconstituted under its ea¡lier name, the
Consistory fell under the influence of the communist minority backing the Govemment as early as November 1944.t46 In Rumania, the Jewish Democratic Committee established in June 1945 led to the communisation of Jewish organisations, and
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the fact that relations between Jewish communists and noncommunists were not so good in Yugoslavia. When several families were settled in the
small settlement of Bet Neqofa near Jerusalem, formerly a Palestinian village, one panicular
emigrant from Yugoslavia had difficulties in gaining acceptance there from other Yugoslav
Jews because he was known to be a communist (OHD (210)76:- the Mass Emigration, interview of Fredi Martin, January 26, l99l).
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by the end of 1947 the Jewish Democratic Committee had taken over the Federation of Jewish Communities, the body coordinating all communal activities in

ln Czechoslovakia ttre s¿rme process happened immediately after the
Communist coup d'état in February, 1948. The Central Council of Jewish Communities (Rada) was reorganised, the Zionists were deprived of their leading positions, and only persons recognised by the regime as reliable occupied leadership

Rumania-la7

positions.las

In the case of Yugoslavi4 no communisation of the leadership occurred. There
we¡e cornmunists on the Executive Comminee and in other official leadenhip
positions, but non<ommunists succeeded in preventing the development which
took place in the other People's Democracies. David Alkalaj seems to have been the
strongest personality standing against communist influence. There is some evidence
to support this conclusion.la9 He also initiated the request for humanita¡ian aid
fromthe ¡pg.ts0 The second influential non-corununist in the leadership was the
successor of Fridrih Pops as the fi¡st strong post-war president of the Federation,
Albert Vajs, whereas his deputy and the later long-time president of the Federation,
I-avoslav Kadelburg, was a member of the Communist Party. It is difficult to say
whether the failure to communise the Jewish leadenhip in Yugoslavia would have
been allowed without the friction between Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union. As a
result of the break in relations, Yugoslavia was compelled to seek financial aid from
'Westem
countries, and above all from the USA. As a result, Yugoslavia had to take
into account Westem opinions to some extent in different matters, including ttre
treatment of ethnic minorities including Jews, which were naturally a not insignificant group for American public opinion. Apparently the communisation of the
Jewish leadership was seen as unnecessary as long as the leadership otherwise
demonstrated loyalty to the Yugoslav regime and the abiliry to adapt. There is no
doubt that the regime could have enforced communisation, if this had been considered necessary. Nevertheless, the Jewish community seemed to enjoy quite a
large degree of autonomy in intemal matters, as long as these did not collide with
the interests of the regime. The case of the Zionists also witnesses to the policy of
non-interference, as the strongest opponents of the Zionists were the Jewish communists, i.e. insiders, whereas the regime seemed to be indifferent to the whole
matter.l5l
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The question of whether the Jewish leadership was penetrafed by the communist regime cannot, of course, be evaded. As noted earlier, the Communist Palty
of Yugoslavia was alrready attempting to conÍol and peneEate religious organisations during 1945, with at least a paltial degree of success. It is plausible that
smaller denominations such as the Protestant Churches and the Jewish Federation
were also under supervision, although understandably the main focus was on the
major religious denominations. One documentl52 mentions by name a person in the
leadership who was a communist and, according to ttre document, chosen by the
Party to be. responsible for... (the following word or clause is deleted from the
document). This would indicate, however, that the leadership of tt¡e Federation also
included a member chosen by the Party, or at least his executive membership was
coordinated with the Parly.Zvi Rotem, who was well acquainted with Yugoslav

Jewry as he himself originaæd from Yugoslavia, concludes that perhaps some of
the Jewish leaders 'volunteered' for executive positions on the instn¡ctions of the
Party.tsr

On the other hand, the question arises of whether peneüation was at all
necessary since the Jewish leadership already partially consisted of communists and
members of the Communist Party. Bencion l-evi, for example, Vice-Fresident and

later hesident of the Belgrade Jewish Community, was a high-ranking ofñcial in
the Federal Ministry of Interior and in the UDBA, the securiry service of Yugoslavia.ls4 In any case, the supervision was apparently not as open as in Czechoslovakia, where in the post-war period a Govemment official was always present af

the council meetings of Jewish communities.l55 All in all, there existed a link
between the Party and the Federation, and direct interference in the affain of the
Jewish community was therefore unnecessary. The former President of the
Sarajevo Jewish community admits that 'the role of guardians was reserved for the
leaders of community'. I 56

An oligarchic pattem of leadership existed among Yugoslav Jewry in the
immediaæ post-war period. The Yugoslav-orientated leadership as a corporate
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group decisively advocated those steps which were seen as prerequisites in order
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exist as a distinct Jewish entity under the conditions of the Yugoslav Communist
regime. Adaptation to post-war Yugoslav society was carried out by encouraging
those elements within Jewry which did not clash with the interests of the authorities
and by excluding those elements (open advocacy of the Zionist cause and the
religious Jewish identification in general) which were perceived as a th¡eat to
Jewish existence in Yugoslav society. l,ater, with Kadelburg's presidency from
1964, a shift from oligarchic towards autocratic leadenhip took place. All the
communities were practically under the single rule of Kadelburg who was accepæd
by the regime.tsT One community member even noted that Kadelburg was able to

of the Feder¿¡¡6tr.158 It is no
exaggeration to state that by analogy Kadelburg represented for the Jewish community what Tito represented for the counbry as a whole.
Daniel Elaza¡ defines subjugated communities as communities which must try
to maintain their existence under conditions of subjugation ranging from open and
intense to indirect and subtle. With regard to communist countries, these communities are subjugated at least in the sense that all potential rivals for citizens' interest
are curbed in totalita¡ian societies. Although Czechoslovakian, Hungarian and
Rumanian Jewish communities had legal status, and the functions of ttre søterecognised communal structures were similar up to a point to those of Yugoslavia,
Elazar has placed them under the category of modem subjugated communities
whereas Yugoslavia was exempted from this category.lsg The findings of this
chapter, however, indicate that the Yugoslav Jewish community also belonged to
the group of modem subjugated communities. Post-war Yugoslav Jewry lacked
freedom of choice. Orthodox communities had no chance to exist regardless of tlre
fact that initially a few of them were reconstituted, and similarly efforts to revive ttrc
Zionist organisation failed as alert Jewish communists in the Jewish leadenhip
managed successfully to block all the effons of the Zionists. Many Orttrodox Jews
had been, or immediately after the war still were, otüners of private enterprises and
so were treated, at least to some extent, as class enemies, exploiters and profiteers.
Moreover, the centralisation of Jewish organisation, so t)?ical of communist
countries, was introduced in Yugoslavia: the multi-stuctural pattem of the inter-wa¡
period tumed into ttre single, cenralised organisation of the post-war period, with a
take decisions against the entire Exe¿utive Committee

power base located in Belgrade. Religious functions were also discouraged, and an
image of the Jews as a national minority was emphasised in order to legitimise
Jewish existence in the new Yugoslavia, as will be shown later in this study.
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